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Introduction
The journey of a recovering IT professional.



What is 21st Century Education?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ax5cNlutAys&list=PLvzOwE5lWqhSgJVgg7VfRkBisbmm-BFUL&index=2
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ax5cNlutAys&list=PLvzOwE5lWqhSgJVgg7VfRkBisbmm-BFUL&index=2
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ax5cNlutAys&list=PLvzOwE5lWqhSgJVgg7VfRkBisbmm-BFUL&index=2
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ax5cNlutAys&list=PLvzOwE5lWqhSgJVgg7VfRkBisbmm-BFUL&index=2


If you could….

...would you do it?

reduce costs for institution & students

increase student engagement, outcomes, and retention

better prepare students for success in today’s workplace



The Ideal Learning Experience

= Better Outcomes and Retention



Education today...



Education is Evolving

One-Size Fits-All                  VS.                        Personalized



Constraints of the Traditional Model
No opportunity to learn from failure

Limited, untimely feedback provided

Access to post-mortem data

Instructor left to theorize what went wrong

Technology used primarily for reporting and administrative purposes



Course Content & Delivery Constraints

No data on how student is interacting with content

Limited insight on whether student comprehends content

No perspective on whether the student can apply the knowledge

No ability to identify what content is engaging

Limited ability to make content relevant and contextualized



One-Size-Fits-None

Traditional LMS
Digitizing One-Size-Fits-All Learning

Focus on classroom administration 
and management tools

Adaptive LMS
Automating One-Size-Fits-All Learning

Focus on teacher automation 
[closed-loop system]

“As such, there is no one-size-fits-all approach that 
anyone can offer you. The hot water that softens a 

carrot will harden an egg.”

–Clayton M. Christensen 
Author, Scholar, & Educator



Next Gen Learning: The Promise

Next Gen Learning helps the development of skills required to create value in 

today’s workforce, such as:

- Critical Thinking

- Problem Solving

- Collaboration

- Communication

Opportunities for increased student engagement

Accessible content, such as Open Educational Resources (OER)

Real-time data that informs both teacher and student



The Ideal Learning Experience

= Better Outcomes and Retention



The Ideal Learning Experience

Engaging Experiences   +   More Relevant Data   +   Open Materials

= Better Outcomes and Retention



Next Gen Thought Leaders



What is Next Gen Learning?

Next Generation Learning provides:

Personalized (student-centric) learning experiences

Environments that allow for dramatic changes in student outcomes

Technologies make next generation learning possible

Learning Experiences that are:

Student-centric

Customized

Data-driven

Technology-supported

Collaborative



Benefits of data driven learning 
in next gen environments

Real-time learning data is a constant feedback loop that:

Empowers instructors to teach proactively

Involves students actively in achieving learning outcomes

Affirms quality of course materials and content

Provides insight...



Why Choose OER?

By adopting Open Educational Resources, institutions can: 

Traditional course content and materials:

Cannot be modified

Cannot be measured for effectiveness

assure academic 
freedom to modify or 

add content as needed

increase student 
retention by 

reducing costs

extend their 
academic profile

provide more relevant 
and engaging materials 

for their students



The Perks Of OER
Reuse: 
Content can be reused in its unaltered form

Retain: 
Users have the right to make, archive, and “own” copies of the content

Revise: 

Content can be adapted, adjusted, modified or altered

Remix: 

The original content can be combined with other content to create 
something new

Redistribute: 
Copies of the content can be shared with others in its original, revised 
or remixed form

course materials

open textbooks

videos

lesson plans

software

games

OER Can Be:



Problems OER Can Solve

Cost

avg. annual textbook cost 
per college student

$1,500

costs growing 

3x 
inflation 

Access

6 in 10
students go without 

textbooks due 
to cost

take fewer courses due to 
textbook cost

49%

Outcomes

17%
of students failed a course 

due to textbook cost

dropped out or failed to 
achieve credential goals 

within six years

>50%



A multi-institutional study conducted by 
researchers at Brigham Young University 
discovered that 93% of students had the 
same or better outcomes than peers who 
used traditional textbooks. 

Source: Journal of Computing in Higher Education
December 2015, Volume 27, Issue 3

OER Performance Outcomes

50%
Same

35%
Better

15%
Worse

7%
Worse

93%
Same or Better

http://link.springer.com/journal/12528


Students using open textbooks took 
approximately two more credits in the 
semester of the study 

...and in the following semester.

Retention & Enrollments With OER

Students using OER were as likely or more 
likely to complete their course than their 
traditional textbook counterparts...

...in one course, the completion rate was 
15% higher for students using open 
textbooks.

Source: Journal of Computing in Higher Education, December 2015, Volume 27, Issue 3

http://link.springer.com/journal/12528
http://link.springer.com/journal/12528


Better Than A Textbook

Inquiry Based Discovery

Self Directed Learning

Interactive Game Theory

21st Century Skills



Student Benefits

Next Gen learning provides students with engaging learning 

experiences that result in better engagement and outcomes.



Student Benefits



Teacher Benefits

Powerful dashboards create an unparalleled experience 

by providing instructors the right amount of information 

to proactively meet the needs of their students. 



Center for Community College 
Student Engagement Survey 

Source: http://www.ccsse.org/survey/survey.cfm 

Five benchmarks of effective educational practices:

○ Active and collaborative learning

○ Student effort

○ Academic challenge

○ Student-faculty interaction

○ Support for learners

http://www.ccsse.org/survey/survey.cfm


What should you 
be prepared to do?

Make the complete educational experience 
more engaging for all students

Adopt instructional content that forwards the 
mission of your college

Use data to better understand the student and help 
them achieve their individual goals



Together 
We Can 

Transform Education 



Questions?


